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Equipment

Counter (set to
100s count, since low
activity source is likely)

Lead lined storage box
for Cobalt-60 gamma
radiation source.

Radioactive
source and
mount

GeigerMuller
tube

Radiation
board (i.e.
wooden
holders)

Lead
cylinders

Digital calliper
for measuring lead
thickness

Forceps for
handling source

Maintain a source to GM tube separation of about 8cm. Note gamma radiation power will
disperse in an inverse-square fashion, so to investigate the effect of lead absorption, the
source to detector distance must be fixed, but large enough to accommodate the lead.

Health & Safety: Make sure you wash your hands
thoroughly after handling the lead. Don’t touch you
mouth or face until you have cleaned your hands.

Full set of lead between GM tube
and gamma source (about 77mm)

Health & Safety: Transport radioactive sources in their lead lined official container, and carry these from the
radioactive store cupboard in an obvious container (!) Don’t forget to sign out and sign in sources as per your institution’s
policy. Handle sources using the forceps, and not too close to your body for prolonged periods. Take appropriate
precautions, but remember that the radioactive power will be very small for these educational sources. It is quite safe to
use the sources in a normal laboratory context if you follow the usage rules in your radioactive sources risk assessment.

Gamma rays are the highest
frequency (and therefore energy)
of electromagnetic waves.
Terrestrial sources of gamma
radiation are typically radioactive
nuclei which are in a temporary
higher energy state. Decay of this
state will release photons of a
precise energy (and hence
frequency).
For a given source, the energy of
a gamma photon is likely to be
fairly constant. This is similar to
alpha emission, but not beta (as
beta emission involves the
simultaneous production of an
electron antineutrino, which will
share some of the energy – hence
one expects a spectrum of beta
particle energies).

Although a small amount of lead will certainly
attenuate alpha, and most beta particles, it is a
good idea to choose a pure gamma source.

Determining the zero-lead activity
would be very difficult for a mixed
alpha, beta, gamma source.

Health & Safety: Transport radioactive sources in their lead lined official container, and carry these from the
radioactive store cupboard in an obvious container (!) Don’t forget to sign out and sign in sources as per your institution’s
policy. Handle sources using the forceps, and not too close to your body for prolonged periods. Take appropriate
precautions, but remember that the radioactive power will be very small for these educational sources. It is quite safe to
use the sources in a normal laboratory context if you follow the usage rules in your radioactive sources risk assessment.

About 77mm of lead

GM tube

Cobalt-60
gamma
radiation
source

Record 3x100s of counts without the source to obtain the background activity.

Record the number of radiation counts, three times (and then average) for each
added lead cylinder. Record the counts per 100s, and then divide by 100, then
subtract the background level, to obtain the Activity A in Becquerels (Bq).
Maintain a constant separation of source to GM tube detector of about 8cm.

i.e. we anticipate
an exponential decay of
detected gamma activity
with lead thickness.
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A0  2.48Bq
x1 2  12.33mm
A reasonable
correlation of
model to
measurement

(Vertical) error bars from the standard deviation of the activity counts.

